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VARIABLE-STEPSIZEEXPLICIT TWO-STEP
RUNGE-KUTTAMETHODS
Z. JACKIEWICZ AND M. ZENNARO
Abstract. Variable-step explicit two-step Runge-Kutta methods for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations are studied. Order conditions are
derived and the results about the minimal number of stages required to attain a
given order are established up to order five. The existence of embedded pairs of
continuous Runge-Kutta methods and two-step Runge-Kutta methods of order
p - 1 and p is proved. This makes it possible to estimate local discretization error of continuous Runge-Kutta methods without any extra evaluations
of the right-hand side of the differential equation. An algorithm to construct
such embedded pairs is described, and examples of (3, 4) and (4, 5) pairs are
presented. Numerical experiments illustrate that local error estimation of continuous Runge-Kutta methods based on two-step Runge-Kutta methods appears
to be almost as reliable as error estimation by Richardson extrapolation, at the
same time being much more efficient.

1. Introduction
In this paper we study explicit two-step Runge-Kutta (TSRK) methods for
the numerical solution of systems of ordinary differential equations (ODE's)

(1 n

iV{x) = f(y(x)),

x£[a,b],

\y(a)=yo,
where the function f:Rq^>Rq
is assumed to be sufficiently smooth. Let a
nonuniform grid a = Xo < Xx < x2 < ■■■ < xn , xn > b, be given, and let
hi = Xi+x—Xi, i = 0, 1, ... , N, £ = hj/hi-x . We consider an w-stage explicit
TSRK method defined on the nonuniform mesh {x,}^0 by the formulas

' yl+x= (I-¿;d)yi+idyi.i+hi.xE7=i(Vjf(¥/_,)+iWjf(Y/)),

(1-2) | Y/_,= y¡-x+ hi.xZiZl <*jsf(
1?_,),
b Y^y.+ihi^ZlZlajsAYi),
i = X, 2, ... , N - 1 . Here, v, is an approximation to y(x¡), where y is
the unique solution to (1.1). The method (1.2) requires initial value yo and
starting value yx . This value should be computed by some starting procedure
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based on a self-starting method, for example, a Runge-Kutta (RK) method of

appropriate order.
It is convenient to represent (1.2) by the following table of coefficients of the

TSRK method:
Cx= 0
a2l

A

w

C3

&mX

O-ml

Vx

V2

Vm-X

v„

Wx

w2

Wm-l

Wr,

-s£

where a
1au Here, 9, c¡■, and a¡¡ are constants, and the weights
v¡ and Wj depend on the ratio of stepsizes £ = A//A,-_i. The method (1.2) is
constructed in such a way that each step requires only m new evaluations of the
function / associated with the computation of Y¡ , j = X,2, ... , m . Observe
that it is not necessary to compute Yf_x, j = X, 2, ... , m , at the current step,
since these values have already been computed in the previous step.
Explicit TSRK methods have found applications in the numerical solution of
systems of ODE's arising from semidiscretizations of parabolic and hyperbolic
partial differential equations and have been studied by Byrne and Lambert [3],
Renaut [16, 17], and Verwer [18-20]. Related results for explicit A;-step mstage RK methods are given in van der Houwen and Sommeijer [7, 8] and van
der Houwen [6]. Jackiewicz, Renaut, and Feldstein [10] investigated implicit
TSRK methods. Order conditions were formulated and ^-stable two-step twostage methods of order four were found by extensive computer search.
All the papers mentioned above deal with the methods defined on uniform
meshes. However, to implement these methods with variable stepsizes, or to use
these methods to estimate local discretization error of continuous RK methods
(see §5), it is necessary to consider nonuniform meshes. There exist TSRK
methods whose order is lower on nonuniform meshes than on uniform meshes
(see [11]). Therefore, we consider in this paper the order conditions for nonuniform meshes. In the next section, the theorem on order conditions for variablestepsize TSRK methods (1.2) is formulated. This theorem is then used to generate order conditions up to the order five. For the rooted tree t, the order
condition involves elementary weights ^(t)
and '¡¡/"'(t) corresponding to v
and w . For 0 = 0 and v = 0, this condition reduces to the order condition
(in a slightly different representation than that in [2]) for the RK method:

w
The relationship between y/v(t) and ^(t)
is also investigated in §2. The understanding of this relationship makes it possible to construct TSRK methods
(1.2) of any order, based on some simplifying assumptions. This is described
in §3. In §4, examples of TSRK methods up to order five are presented. These
examples are constructed in such a way that they have embedded within them
continuous RK methods of order one less. As a consequence, they provide
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error estimates for continuous RK methods, which do not require any extra
evaluations of the function /. This is remarkable, since the construction of
embedded pairs of continuous RK methods always leads to extra stages (compare [13-15]). In §5 order barriers, i.e., results about the minimum number of
stages required to attain a given order for variable-stepsize TSRK methods up to
order five, are presented. These results relate the minimal number of stages for
TSRK method ( 1.2) of order p to the minimal number of stages of continuous
RK methods of order p - X for p = 2, 3, 4, and 5. We also prove a theorem
about the existence of a variable-step TSRK method of order p , if a continuous
RK method of order p - 1 is known. This theorem is of great practical value,
since it demonstrates the possibility of estimating the local discretization error
of continuous RK methods by TSRK methods without any extra evaluations of
the function /. Finally, the results of some numerical experiments presented
in the technical report [12] are discussed. These experiments indicate, among
other things, that local error estimation of continuous RK methods by TSRK
methods appears to be almost as reliable as error estimation by Richardson
extrapolation, at the same time being much more efficient.

2. Structure

of order conditions

Denote by t the unique tree of order one and by t = [tx, t2, ... , ts] the tree
formed from the trees tx, t2, ... , ts by adding a new root and joining it with
the roots of tx, t2, ... , ts. Let p(t) and y(t) be the order and the density of
the tree t (compare [2]).
To obtain order conditions corresponding to the tree t, we observe that the
method (1.2) is a special case of general linear methods introduced by Butcher
[2] (compare also [1]). Using the theory of order conditions for general linear
methods presented in [5, pp. 396-399] and the composition theorem for Bseries (compare [5, §11.11]),we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The order condition corresponding to t is

(vT+zwT)u = ¿:+c:e,
and if t = [t\, t2, ... , ts], then the order condition corresponding to it is

vTf[(KAr(tJ)+{-^^)+^w^f[(A^(tJ))
_ ÇP«)-'-l)P(t)C0
y(t)
where y/"(tj) and y^itj)

are elementary weights corresponding to v and w

and the trees tj, j = X,2, ... , s.

D

In [12] a detailed proof of this theorem is given, based on the results of [4].
This theorem can be used recursively to generate conditions corresponding to
trees of any order. For example, if t = [tp~x] (so-called primary tree of order
p(t) — p), then y(t) = p, and it follows from Theorem 1 and the relation
Au = c that the order condition corresponding to this tree (so-called primary
condition) is
VT{C _ u)P-l + ÇPWTCP-1 = ZP-(-X)PW

P
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or

rfp-x\„_l_r_c^-(-xne
Jc

(vr + ^-u;r)c',-1+-yr^(-l)''r
r=l

\

r

/

The conditions up to the order five are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Order conditions for variable step TSRK methods
t

p(t)

Order condition

(vT + çw')u = z + çe

t\A=t

V

V

'2,1= M

2

r31=[T2]

3

'3,2 = [2^2

3

'4,1 =[t3]

4

(t)r + ¡,2wT)c -vTu=

2—^-

P+Z6

(vJ +iiw')c1-v'(2c-u)

(v' +^w')Ac-v'

[c--u

1\

P+Í6

= C4

(t>r + £4tu7')c3-t;r(3c2-3c-i-K)

(ur+<fwr)(c-,4<:)

w

Í4,2 = [T[T]]

4

'4,3 = [2T2l2

4

,,-b*

4

(^^^.„r^.l^l,,).«^

5

(vT + iswT)c*

'5,1=

[t4]

vT( <r + Ac-

(î;7" + £4w7')/lc2-?;r

(d' +i5w;')(c

\l

'5,2 = [T2[t]l

5

-v7^

-c + -u '

¿"-¿0
12

2,4c

-6c2

+ 4c-u)

=

¿5+<

--4c)

1 \

t)r ( c3 + 2c • /lc - -c2 - Ac + 1c - ^u

í5+ío
10

variable-stepsize explicit two-step runge-kutta
t

p(t)

'5,3 = [t[t2]]

5

methods
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Order condition
(vT+i5wT)(cAc2)

4
1 \
ür( / 2c • .4c + ^c2 - c2, - 2.4c + -c
— -u

3

3 y

Í5+ÍO
15

2
3

1 \
6 y

ÇS+Ç6
30

(í;r + ¿5u)r)(c-^2c)

'5,4 = [T[2Th] 5

Y

'5,5 = tW2]

5

'5,6 = [2t3]2

5

- ir

/

1
2

c • Ac + ALc - -cl - Ac + -c -

(vT + Ç5wT)(Ac)2 - vT \2cAc-c2

1 \ =
--Ac
AC + C - -U)

¿5+í0

4

(vT + ÇswT)Ac3-vT(3Ac2-3Ac

+ c-

20

l-u) = *» ^

(i;r + ^5u;r)^(c-^c)
'5,7 = [2T[T]]2 5

V

'5,8 = [3T2]3

5

- u'

/

3
1
1 \
^¿c + Ac1 - -Ac + -c -

2

{vT +Ç5wT)A2c2 -vT

(2A2c-

;T).43c - vT h

2

í5+<?0

8 y

i

40

i \

Ac + -c - — u

? + te
60

~\Ac+Ie~h")= ^?

Order conditions for TSRK methods can also be generated using the approach

by Burrage [1].
When 0 = 0 and v = 0, these order conditions reduce to the order conditions for the m-stage RK method
wT

(in a slightly different representation than that in [2]).
Denote by Tr the set of rooted trees of order r. Then T = \X%{Tr. The set
Tr has nr elements; they will be denoted by ir> t, tTyi, ... , tr,nr • The following

result follows from the theorem on the composition of B-series (compare [5,

Theorem II. 11.6, p. 245]). The details of the proof are given in [12].
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Theorem 2. The following relation holds:
P(t)-l

n,

V(t) = ¥W(t)+£ E^/W'Cr./).
r=l

1=1

where

r=l,2,...,p(i)-l.

□

Theorem 2 plays a fundamental role in justifying the construction of TSRK
methods described in the next section.

3. Construction

of TSRK methods

Denote by 7> the set of all primary trees defined by

TP = {teT:t

= [tr],r = 0, 1,...},

where [t°] := x. The set Ts = T - Tp is called the set of secondary trees. We
will call the order conditions corresponding to the trees t £ Tp the primary
conditions, and the order conditions corresponding to / £ Ts the secondary
conditions. Let e(1) = [1, 0, ... , 0] e Rm . We have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Assume that v + £,pw = f(t])e{X), and that v satisfies all the secondary conditions up to order p - X of the one-step RK method with modified

right-hand side as follows:
vTT¡r°(t) = B^ïvTcP(t)-i
V;

7(t)

t £ Ts, p(t) < p - X. Then all the secondary conditions up to order p reduce
to primary conditions of the same order.

Proof. The assertion follows from Theorems 1 and 2, using induction on the
order of the trees. The details of the proof are given in [12]. D

Theorem 3 leads to the following algorithm for constructing TSRK methods
of order p > 2. Let

(3.1)

v+^pw = fp(c;)e^,

where fp(ct) is a function which will be determined later. Consider the systems

r vTcp~x +ZpwTcp-x = fp(Ç)SPiP-p+l,

(3.2)

vrcP-^^wrcP-i

T^nrfP-^cP-l-r.
= ^Sz}m_vr^xr(P^\
P

r=\

\

r

/

p = X, 2, ... , p-X, where the first equation of (3.2) is obtained by multiplying
(3.1) by cp~x , and the second equation of (3.2) is the primary condition of order

p. This gives

variable-stepsize explicit two-step runge-kutta
VTrp-\
c

_

■ine

zp-P

p-i

/

methods
1N

1-=1
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(3.3)

- fp{Ç)àp,p-p+i{íp-p-y),
which express vTcp ' in terms of fp(Ç) and vTcr for r = 0, 1, ... , p - 2.
We can compute fp(c¡) substituting (3.3) into the primary condition of order

P,

vTcp-x-r= Sp-(-me_

£(-<"'

Substituting fp(c¡) computed from the above equation back into (3.3), we can
express vTcp~x in the form

vTcp-x=fp(Q,

(3.4)

p = X, 2, ... , p - X, where fp_x(£.) are functions of Ç only. The function
fp(Ç) and the functions /?_.(£)
computed by the above algorithm for 0 = 0
ip-i
are listed below for p = X, 2, .., p - X and p = 2, 3, 4, 5 ,

P = 2:
/2(£) = ^2(£+l),

/?(£) = ft(£),

g2(tí)= -e¡2;
p = 3:
/3(0=;K3(£2 + £+l),
/,3(^ = ft(^)(í + 2),

#«f)= ft(í)(í+ f),
gi(Í)= -e/(3(í+X));
p = 4:

Mo = tt\e+e+t+x),
fx4(í)= g4(^)(e+2^+3),

fí(Z)= g4(Q(e+K+2),

ft(í)=gt(í)(e+\í+\),
g4(i) = -i4/(4(e + ^+X));
5:

/5(o = K5(^+^+í2+^+i),
fxHi) = £5(£)(¿5+ 3Í4 + 6e + 9Ç2+ 1Ç+ 4),
fî(t) = gsiOd5 + 3£4+ 6? + ^e + 5£ + §),

fÍ(Z)= gs(m5 + 3£4+ ¥? + t? + fí + f ).
iïtt) = g^)(?

+ ^4 + xi?+K1

+ ií+D,

g5(o= -e¡(5(e+í+i)(í3+^+$+1)).
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4. Examples of TSRK methods

of continuous

and embedded

pairs

RK methods and TSRK methods

In this section we construct TSRK methods of order p = 2, 3, 4, and 5 . It
will always be assumed that 0 = 0. The coefficient matrix A and the vector
c = Au are chosen to correspond to a continuous RK method of order p-X. As
a result, we obtain embedded pairs of a continuous RK method of order p - X
and a TSRK method of order p. This pair will be denoted by the following

table of coefficients:
cx =0
Cl

a2X
031

«32

a m,

Ctm2

lmm —l

M?2J^l
wT(t)

«1«)

«2(i)

u>i(0 io2(£)

Wm(í)

Here, è,(rç), i = 1, 2, ... , m , are continuous weights of RK methods, and
Vi(Ç) and w¡(C), i = X, 2, ... , m , are weights of a TSRK method.
Consider the local solution u(t) defined by

u'(t) = f(u(t)),

t £ [ti-x, ti+x],

u(ti) = y i.
Then the local error /,+1 of the RK method at i,+i is given by l¡+\ = u(t¡+x)

yi+x, where

yl+i=yi + hllZ%xb](X)f(YÍ),
Yi=yi + hlYJs^a]Sf(Yi),

(4.1)

j = X,2, ... , m . Denote by y¡+\ the numerical approximation computed by

the TSRK method

9m = yi + hi-x2Z^x{Vjf{YU)
+ twjftY/))..
(4.2)

Y{_x=yi-i+hl-XlZ1sZla}Sf(YU),

l YÍ=yi+íhi-xY;Í:lajsf(YÍ),
7 = 1,2...

m . We have the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Assume that the RK method (4.1) has order p - 1 and the TSRK
method (4.2) has order p . Then
h+x=yi+i-yl+i

as h —>0, where h = max h¡

+ 0(hp+x)
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Proof. Define y*+i by

' VM =yl + hi-iZ%i(Vjf(UÍ_x)+CwJf(Y/)),

< ü/-i = »('i-i)+ A/-1Z^í «^/(üZ-i),
. Y/= yi+tht-iT:ü<*jif(rñ>
j = X, 2, ... , m, where w(r,-_i) is the local solution at t¡-\. In general,
u(tj-x) 5¿ y¡-x. However, we can view y,_i as computed from v, by the
reflection of the method (4.1), and since the reflection of an RK method of
order p - X is also of order p - X (compare Theorem 344D in [2]), we have

u(ti-x) = y,_i + 0(hp), h -» 0. Since,
7-1

yj_x- uj_x= hi-xYt^fvL) - ML)) + °(h").
it is easy to see that Yj_x- Uj_x = 0(hp) and f(Y/_{) - /(£//_,) = 0(hp) as
h —>0. Hence,

Ä+i-y;+i= hi-xJ2vÁf(Y.J-i)
- ML)) = 0(hp+x)
7=1

as /i -» 0. The TSRK method has order p , and we have also

y*+l - u(ti+l) = 0(hp+x) ash^O.

Therefore,
yi+x -yi+x =y¡+x -y*+\ + tf+i - u(ti+l) + u(ti+l) - yi+l

= l,+x+0(hp+x)
and the proof is complete.

ash^O,

D

Remark. Observe that if 6 ^ 0, the above perturbation arguments are not valid.
In this case,
m

yi+x= (1 - 6)yt-x+ 9yi+ A,_,5>y/(ï/_,) + ^/(Y/)),
7=1
m

tf+1= (1- 0)M(f,_,)
+ 0y,+/«,-_,
ÈivjftULj+twjAY/)),
7=1

and we can only conclude that y*+, - y,+i = 0(hp) as h -> 0.
In what follows we will list specific examples of embedded pairs of continuous

RK methods of order p - 1 and TSRK methods of order p , p = 2,3, 4, and
5, constructed using the algorithm described in §3.
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Example 1. Pair of order (1,2),

m = X:

0I

0

w
2-(£+ 2)

Example 2. Pair of order (2,3),

m = 2:

0
c

biiri) _M»7)
«i«)

ü2(Í)

Wl(í)

W2ÍÍ)

Here, c ^ 0, the b¡(r]) satisfy order conditions for the continuous RK method
(see [20]), and v¡(¿;) and u>,-(¿;)satisfy the system (3.1) and (3.4). This gives
,2
01

bx(n) = n

bi(n) =
Vl(í)=

«2«D=

2c'

2:

2c'
£3(2(l-c)£ + 3-4c)
6c(£+l)
£3(2g + 3)
6c«+1) '
2c£3 + 4c£2 + 2(3c - IK + 6c+ 3

10l(í)=

6c(i+i;
2£ + 3

102«?) =

6c(í + i;

Example 3. Pair of order (3,4),
three with three stages:

m = 4 : Consider the RK method of order

0
ci

a2x
aiX

ai2

bx

b2 b}

Ct,. These methods are characterized in Butcher [2].
Û21 = c2, a-ix + ai2
2 which corresponds
c2, C3 are all different, and that c2 ^ I,
Assuming that 0, c2
3
to Case 1 in [2], we obtain for the coefficients of this method
b2 =

rC3 - T
2

2c2(c3 - c2) '

bx = 1 - 62 - 63,

,_

23 ~ c2
-

63 ="2C3(C3-C2)'
«32 =

C3(f3-C2)

c2(2-3c2)
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This method can be extended to a 4-stage RK method with stage reuse (compare

[5]):

0
Û21
i'3

Û31

«32

1

bx

b2

bx

b2 bi 0

¿>3

which has a continuous extension with weights given by (see [13])

bx(n) = (X-2bx)t1i + (3bx-2)n2 + r1,
b2(n) = -b2(2n'-3ri2),

h(n) = -h(2n'-3n2),
M?) = ri3 - n2.
Observe that this continuous extension is a Hermite interpolant at the endpoints

tj and t¡+x.
Choosing c2 = i and C3= 1 leads to the following (3, 4) pair:

1

bx(r,)_ b2(r¡)_ bi(tf) _ 64(17)
Vi®

V2(t)

ü3(fl

t/4({)

wx(i)

w2(t)

w3(Z) wM)

Here,
bi(n) = {-r,3 \n2 + n,

h(n)

b2(r¡) = -\ni

W+W>

b4(n) = ni -r\2,

and

«i(0

Z\2Z+X)
12(£2+c; + l)'

v2(Z) = -

»3ÍÍ)= -

+ 2r¡2,

í4(¿ + 2)

3(£2+£+l)'
£4(£ + 2)

12(¿2 + £+l)'

MO = - 4(¿2+¿+l)'
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2f+l
12«? + { + l)'

«.ro-W+t+u£+ 2

W2ÍÍ)= -

3(£2 + £+l)'

£+ 2

1i>3(í) = -

W4ÍÍ)= -

12(£2 + £+l)
£2 + £

4«2+^+l)-

Example 4. Pair of order (4,5), m = 6 : Assuming that A and c correspond
to the 6-stage continuous RK method of order four with stage reuse given in

[13, Example 2.21] leads to the embedded pair

16

3

0

_9_
16

I

0

2
3

6

0

bx(n) b2(n) h(n) b4(n) b5(n) h(n)

vx(t)

v2{i) v3(t)

V4(C) V5(Z) V6(i)

wx(c¡) w2(i) w3(i) w4(i) WS(Ç) W6(Ç)

Here,
bx(n) = r1(-¡ri3 + 2ri2-%rl+X),

b2(n) = 0,
h(n) = n2(4n2-2in

+ (>),

h(r}) = n2(n2-]n + \),
bs(ri) = r]2(-fr,2 + ^r1-^),
b6(tl) = tl3(r1-X),

and

v2(0 = 0,

f s«) = gs(o(-^4 - fe - xie+§ n+f),
t/4(f) = it;3(i),

t>s«f)= ft(í)(^í4

+ 16^3+ 16£2+ %Z),

v6(^)= g5(^)(e+2^+e-e-i),
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where
55VSy

5«2+^+

1)({3 +£2+i+1)-

We have also

tüi(í) = (/s(í)-üi({))/í5.

Wí(í) = -«i(í)/{5,

5. Order barriers

¿ = 2,3,4,5,6.

for TSRK methods

In this section we investigate the minimum number of stages of variable-step
explicit TSRK methods required to attain a given order p . This number will be

denoted by TVSEN(/?). Obviously, TVSEN(p) < EN(/>),where EN(p) is the
minimum number of stages for a RK method of order p . It turns out that for
low orders (p < 5) this number is closely related to the minimum number of
stages of continuous explicit RK methods required to attain order p - X. This
number will be denoted by CEN(/? - 1). It was proved by Owren and Zennaro

[15] (see also [14]) that

CEN(l) = 1,
CEN(2) = 2,
CEN(3) = 4,
CEN(4) = 6,
CEN(5) = 8.
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 5. The minimum number of stages for a variable-step explicit TSRK
method required to attain a given order p satisfies

TVSEN(p) = CEN(p - 1)
for p = 2,3, 4, and

TVSEN(5)< CEN(4) = 6.
Proof. The examples of TSRK methods presented in the previous section show

that
TVSEN(p) <CEN(/7-

1),

p = 2,3, 4, and 5, and obviously,

TVSEN(2) = CEN(1) = 1.
It is easy to check that the system of order conditions up to order three for a
TSRK method cannot be satisfied for m = X. Hence,

TVSEN(3)= CEN(2) = 2.
Consider now the case p = 4. We have to show that TVSEN(4) = 4. Assume
to the contrary that TVSEN(4) < 4. It can be shown that the simplifying
assumptions v + c¡4w = f(c¡)ew and vTAc = \vTc2 (compare Theorem 3)
are, in fact, necessary for a TSRK method of order four with three stages. This
requires some tedious algebra, and for the sake of brevity the details of the
derivation are omitted. The interested reader is referred to [12].
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The vector v satisfies the system of equations

vTu = g4(cl)(e + 2É+ 3),
vTc = g4(m2 + 2^ + 2),
vTc2 = g4(^)(e+^+¡),
vTAc=x2g4(t)(e+k¿+\),

g4(^)= -^/(4(e+^+x)),
compare §3. Observe that the first three equations correspond to primary conditions, and the fourth equation to the secondary condition. Let
W|(i) = g4(O(Vi,0 + t/Mi + v,^2),

1 = 1,2,3.

Then the above system of order conditions can be written in the

form

'FP-

(5.1)

<p5

V

Fs

where V = [«,-,_/]?_!
2_n and
=1,7=0

O,

Fp =

2
2
5

(c2)r

3

* =[* I

<t>.s (Ac)T,

Multiplying (5.1) from the right by the matrix Q given by

and putting B

VQ, leads to the system
~<&P

(5.2)
Since

77=

0 0

FpQ

and FsQ = [0 0 ¿],

0 i
the system (5.2) has exactly the form encountered in the theory of explicit
continuous RK methods of order 3 (compare [13, 15]). Since it is known that
the minimal number of stages for an explicit continuous RK method of order
three is four (see [13-15]), it follows that the system (5.2), and as a consequence,
the system (5.1), cannot have a solution. This completes the proof. □
Our next result shows that, using the algorithm based on Theorem 3, we
cannot obtain a variable-step explicit TSRK method of order five with fewer
than six stages.
Theorem 6. Assume that v+£5w = f(£,)e(X) and vTlpw(t) = p(t)vTcp(t)-x/y(t),

t £ Ts, p(t) < 4. Then the minimal number of stages of the TSRK method (1.2)
of order five is m = 6.
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Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 5 and is
therefore omitted. The interested reader is referred to [12]. D

Remark. Theorem 6 does not rule out the existence of a TSRK method of order
five with fewer than six stages. It only says that such methods cannot satisfy
the simplifying conditions given in Theorem 3.
In the report [12] we also investigated the necessity of the simplifying conditions given in Theorem 3 for TSRK methods of order five. It was proved

that

(5.3)

v+Ç5w=M)e

(i)

holds if and only if

(5.4)

rank(Af) = m

where the matrix M is given by

M=

(A2c2 - 2A\)T
(Ac3 + 3(Ac)2 - 3c • Ac2)7
((Ac)2 - 2c • Ac2 + A2c2)T
(c4 - 4,4c • c2 + 4(y4c)2)r
.(2^c3-6^(c-44c)

+ 3^2c2)7.

This matrix corresponds to a subset of conditions of order five. We also proved
that if (5.3) is satisfied, then the conditions

(5.5)

7(t)

t £ Ts, p(t) < 4, are automatically satisfied.
Summing up the above discussion, we conclude that the conditions (5.3) and
(5.5) are necessarily satisfied for a TSRK method of order five with m < 6 if
and only if (5.4) holds. Using this fact, and Theorem 6, we can assert that if a

TSRK of order five with m < 6 exists, then
rank(M) < m - X.
Unfortunately, this condition is difficult to analyze.
We conclude this section with the following theorem.

Theorem 7. For each continuous m-stage RK method of order p - X> 2, there
exists an m-stage variable-step TSRK method of order p with the same coefficient

matrix A.

Proof. VutB = [biJiZxPZXx, where the b¡

are the coefficients of the contin-

uous weight b¡(r¡), i.e.,

p-\

Hi) = S> wV7=1

It was demonstrated by Owren and Zennaro [15] (see also [13]) that the order
conditions for an m-stage continuous RK method of order p - 1 can be written
in the form

(5.6)

<&p

B

GP

Gs
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where

0
0

1 0
0

«Dp=

2-

GP =
(cp-ly

o o ... ¿¡

j

®s = [(V°(t))TUT„m<P-i

-

°s = [e{p{t))/ï(t)]teTs,p{t)<p-i,

and eW» = [0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0] with 1 in position />(i).
Consider now the system of equations for the vector v corresponding to a
TSRK method of order p . The first part of the system corresponds to primary
conditions

vTci-l=ff(Z),
i = X, 2, ... , p - X, where the functions fp(c¡), i = X, 2, ... , p - X, can be
computed by the algorithm based on Theorem 3 and described in §3. These
functions always have the form

fï(Ç)= gp(Ç)rpi(Ç),
where gp(£i) is a rational function and the rf(Ç) are polynomials of degree
k > p - 2. The second part of the system corresponding to the secondary
conditions reads

^w
t£Ts,

= ^/;(0(o,

p{t) < p - 1. Let
k

Hi) = &»(£)
S vi;J&'

i=X,2, ... ,m,

7=0

ff{Z)= gp(Z)'Zf?.jti'

i=X,2,...,p-X,

7=0

and denote by f] the row vector L/f.fLocan be written in the form

(5.7)

Then the system of order conditions

Op V = Fr

Fs

where
■p ip-l

k

V = Wi,JY¡Lx,U> FP= [fpJ:^=„

Fi

p(t)-fp

y(t)Jp{,)lt€Ts,p(t)<p-l

Let Gp and Gs be (p - X) x (k + 1) matrices defined by

Gp = [Gp\0],

Gs = [Gs\0],

and let us partition the matrix Fp into
Fp = [Fx\F2],
where FPl stands for the first p-X columns of FP , and Fp for the last k-p + 2
columns of FP . Define the matrix T by
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Tx T2

T

0

I

where Tx = GPXFPXand T2 = Gp Fp , and where 0 stands for the (k -p + 2) x

(p - X) zero matrix and 7 for the (k -p + 2) x (k -p + 2) identity matrix. Let
B = [B\0], where 0 stands for the m x (k + X) zero matrix. Then the system
(5.6) can be written as

Op

(5.8)

<t>s

B=

Gs

We have GpT = FP , and since

1 e(p(t))T=
Vit)

ÂP(t))T{

7(t)

P(t)-¡*
- y(t)JpW>

it follows that GsT = Fs. Hence, postmultiplying (5.8) by T, this system
reduces to (5.7) with V = BT. Therefore, if (5.8) has a solution B, then the
system (5.7) also has a solution V = BT, and the theorem follows. D

The matrices Fp, T, B, and V = BT are listed in [12] for p = 2,3, 4,
and 5.
We will now discuss the necessity of the simplifying conditions given in Theorem 3 for TSRK methods of order p. It follows from Theorem 5 that these
conditions are necessary for p = 2, 3 , and 4. We also suspect that these conditions are necessary for p = 5 (compare the discussion following Theorem 6),
but so far we are unable to prove this. Since in view of Theorem 7, the minimal
number of stages for TSRK methods of order six satisfying the simplifying assumptions of Theorem 3 is CEN(5) = 8, and since there exist RK methods of
order six with only seven stages, it follows that these simplifying assumptions
are not necessary for p > 6 .
In the technical report [12] the results of some numerical experiments were
presented. In these experiments we have used some of the test problems from
the paper by Hull et al. [9]. We implemented the continuous RK methods
of order 3 and 4 with step control strategy based on the estimation of local
discretization error by TSRK methods of order 4 and 5, respectively, and by
Richardson extrapolation. We have listed in [12] numerical data such as the
number of steps, the number of rejected steps, the number of function evaluations, the percentage of steps for which the local error exceeded the tolerance,
the maximum local truncation error in units of tolerance, and the global error at the endpoint of integration. These results are given for three tolerances
TOL = 10"3, 10"6, 10~9, and for the two strategies of estimating the local
discretization error. To obtain further insight into the reliability of error estimation based on TSRK methods, as compared with error estimation based on
Richardson extrapolation, we also presented in [12] the percentage of steps for
which the local error was within 1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, and 50% of the local error
estimate computed by the above two methods. All these results indicate that the
error estimation of continuous RK methods by TSRK methods appears to be
almost as reliable as local error estimation based on Richardson extrapolation,
at the same time being much more efficient.
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